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Abstract
This article aims to analyze how agreement regarding the central unit (macrostructure) influences agreement when establishing rhetorical relations (microstructure). To do so, the authors
conducted an empirical study of abstracts from research articles in three domains (medicine, terminology, and science) in the framework of Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST). The results help
to establish a new criteria to be used in RST-based annotation methodology of rhetorical relations. Furthermore, a set of verbs which can be utilized to detect the central unit of abstracts was
identified and analyzed with the aim of designing a preliminary study of an automatic system for
identifying the central unit in rhetorical structures.
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Introduction

One of the biggest challenges in annotating the rhetorical structure of discourse has to do with the reliability of annotation. When two or more individuals annotate a text, discrepancies generally arise as a
result of the way each human annotator interprets the text (Taboada and Mann, 2006). Besides, markers
specifying the rhetorical relations between discourse units do not always exist (Taboada, 2006). Even
if they appear in the text, these markers do not always establish rhetorical relations unequivocally (van
Dijk, 1998; Mann and Thompson, 1987). Despite this ambiguity, discourse markers are considered to
be a form of linguistic evidence which are used to signal coherence relations and which are useful in
detecting certain rhetorical relations (Georg et al., 2009; Iruskieta et al., 2009; Pardo and Nunes, 2004).
In searching for linguistic evidence to determine the rhetorical structure of texts, scholars have analyzed not only discourse markers but also verbs. For example, Pardo and Nunes (2004) first rhetorically
annotated their Corpus TCC (a Portuguese corpus containing scientific texts in the computational domain) and then analyzed verbs related to certain rhetorical relations, finding that verbs such as buscar
‘search, look for’, objetivar ‘objectify, intend’, pretender ‘intend, mean’, procurar ‘search, look for’,
servir ‘serve, meet the requirements of’, and visar ‘aim, drive’ are related to the PURPOSE relation.
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They also found that other rhetorical relations such as CAUSE, EVIDENCE and RESULT are indicated by other types of verbs.
This paper aims to answer the following research questions:
(i) Does agreement about the central unit affect inter-annotator reliability when annotating rhetorical
relations?
(ii) Are there some types of verbs that can be used as “indicators” (Paice, 1980) to identify the central
unit of a rhetorical structure?
Besides we focus on how to identify the unit associated with the main node in the rhetorical structure
tree or, in other words, the “central unit” (CU) (Stede, 2008), the “central proposition” (Pardo et al.,
2003), the “central subconstituent” (Egg and Redeker, 2010) or the “salient unit of the root node” (Marcu,
1999). To our knowledge, no other research has attempted to identify this unit, the central unit of a
rhetorical structure tree, by semantically studying the verb within the framework of RST. This topic,
however, could have both theoretical and methodological implications.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 3 describes the theoretical framework, corpus and
methodology utilized in this study. Section 4 lays out the results obtained. Section 5 presents a preliminary study on the semantic classes of the verbs beloging to central unit. The final section presents
conclusions and suggests directions for future research.
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Theory, corpus and methodology

3.1

Theory

Various theories describe the relational structure of a text (Asher and Lascarides, 2003; Grosz and Sidner,
1986; Mann and Thompson, 1987). This study is based on Mann and Thompson’s (1987) Rhetorical
Structure Theory (RST), an applied, language-independent theory that describes coherence between text
fragments. It combines the idea of nuclearity –that is, the importance of an individual fragment from
within the discourse– with the presence of rhetorical relations (RR) (hypotactic and paratactic relations)
between these fragments. Mann and Thompson (1987) argue that nuclear units play a more important
role for text coherence than satellites.
This has significant implications for automatic text summarization. Ono et al. (1994) and Rino and
Scott (1996) suggest that the summary of a text can be obtained by deleting optional satellites, an argument based on the property of nuclearity in hypotactic relations. Da Cunha (2008) describes rules based
on nuclearity which can be used to summarize medical texts. For a more in-depth, critical explanation of
nuclearity, see Stede (2008) and for additional information on RST, see Taboada and Mann (2006) and
Mann and Taboada (2010).
According to RST, hypotactic and paratactic relations connect elementary discourse units (EDUs) or
groups of discourse units (span). Elementary units cannot be divided into simpler units. In this paper, a
“central unit” is defined as the clause which best expresses the topic or main idea of the text. The central
unit of a rhetorical structure tree is the elementary unit or group of elementary units which comprise the
nucleus of its main node. Hypotactic units have a single nucleus in the central unit, while paratactic units
contain multiple nuclei.
For example,1 in the rhetorical structure tree presented in Figure 1, unit 7 is the central unit of the
elementary units that are numbered from 1 to 7, since it is the nuclear unit of the root node which and
has the relation PREPARATION associated to it. The root node covers the entire structure of the text,
and since it is not linked to any other unit, no other associated nuclei have the same degree of central
importance (Marcu, 1999). The central unit indicates the most important unit in the structure, which is
indicated in Figure 1 by the verb analizatzen ‘analyze’.
Determining nuclearity (that is, deciding which of the two associated spans has a more central role
based on the intentions of the writer) is key in assigning rhetorical relations. In fact, Stede (2008) has
questioned the way in which rhetorical structure is represented in RST based on several reasons:
i) It is not clear what grounds are used to make the decision: is it because of nuclearity or because of
the effect of a rhetorical relation?
1

Examples are extracted from the Basque corpus used in this study (Iruskieta, 2014).

Figure 1: A rhetorical structure tree for text GMB0301 (Annotator 1)

ii) Nuclearity poses challenges for annotation. This led Carlson et al. (2001) to present multi-nuclear
versions of some nuclear relations from the classic extended classification.
We also identified the same problems. Examples (1) and (2) demonstrate how different choices of
nuclearity affect agreement in rhetorical relations.
(1) [Emaitza:]1 [Erabiltzaileen perfil orokorra ondokoa dela esan daiteke: gizonezkoa (% 51,4),
heldua (43,2 urteko media) eta patologia traumatologikoagatik kontsultatzen duena (% 50,5).]2
GMB0401
[Results:]1 [The average user is as follows: male (51.4%), middle-aged (43.2 years old), and
treated for trauma (50.5%).]2
Annotator 1 (A1) decides that the second unit in Example (1) is more important than the first unit.
The second annotator (A2), however, makes the exact opposite decision. Both annotators arrive reach
their conclusions based on structural reasons. Disagreements about the importance of each text fragment
influence the rhetorical relation: A1 annotates the relation as PREPARATION while A2 chooses to label
the relation as ELABORATION.
Example (2) demonstrates how different interpretations of nuclearity affect agreement with regard to
the rhetorical relation.
(2) [Erabiltzaileen % 80ak bere kabuz erabakitzen dute larrialdi zerbitzu batetara jotzea]1 [eta
kontsulta hauen % 70a larritasun gutxikotzat jotzen dituzte zerbitzu hauetako medikuek.]2
GMB0401
[It is calculated that about 80% of users come to emergency services on their own initiative]1
[and that 70% of visits are considered minor by health care personnel.]2
A1 believes that the second unit in Example (2) provides more detailed characteristics about the users
(e.g. the second unit is a satellite of the first unit) and therefore annotates the relation as hypotactic

(ELABORATION). A2, on the other hand, annotates the same discourse segment as a paratactic relation
(CONJUNCTION), considering the marker eta ‘and’ to be the most significant element, indicating that
she or he believes that two different elements of emergency services are being discussed.
According to Bateman and Rondhuis (1997), when determining nuclearity at the higher levels of a tree
structure, RST clearly establishes a global view of a text, since an analysis is by definition incomplete
until all units in the text have a function which is depicted by a single structure. It is logical that if
nuclearity plays a role in determining rhetorical relations at the lower levels of a rhetorical structure, it
will also affect the structure’s higher levels. If two annotators have a different global point of view (e.g.
they annotate different central units), they will also annotate different rhetorical relations. Therefore,
our hypothesis is that trees which have the same global interpretation of text structure will have greater
agreement in the annotation process; i.e., in the labeling of rhetorical relations, while those with differing
global structures will have lower agreement. This hypothesis underpins the methodology used to answer
the first research question of this study.
The next subsection describes the corpus used for this study.
3.2

Corpus

This study sought to analyze short but well structured texts written in Basque in order to determine
linguistic evidence which could be used to indicate the central unit of rhetorical structure. The corpus utilized in this study consists of three corpora from the same genre (abstracts) from three different
specialized domains: medicine, terminology and science. The communicative goal of these texts is to
present specialized knowledge, since both the writer and readers are experts. Medical texts include the
abstracts of all medical articles written in Basque in the Gaceta Médica de Bilbao (GMB) ‘Medical
Journal of Bilbao’ between 2000 and 2008. Terminology texts are abstracts from the proceedings of the
Congreso Internacional de Terminologı́a (TERM) ‘International Conference on Terminology’ organized
by UZEI –the Basque Centre for Terminology– in 1997, while scientific articles are abstracts of papers
from the University of the Basque Country’s Jornadas de Investigacin de la Facultad de Ciencia y Tecnologı́a (ZTF) ‘Research Conference of the Faculty of Science and Technology’, which took place in
2008.
After the annotation process (central unit and rhetorical relations among others), the annotated corpus was evaluated (Iruskieta et al., Forthcoming) and harmonized by a judge (Iruskieta, 2014). The
harmonized corpus can be consulted in the RST Basque TreeBank2 (Iruskieta et al., 2013a).
3.3

Methodology

Before presenting the process followed to get our goals, let us explain that, when we began this research,
the GMB corpus had previously been annotated manually (Iruskieta et al., 2013b) by two linguists using
the extended classification of RST (Mann and Taboada, 2010) while the other two corpora (TERM and
ZTF) were not tagged. The results of the comparison done about the relationship of agreement between
the annotation of the central unit and the annotation of the rhetorical structure in GMB led us to redefine
the annotation strategy for TERM and ZTF in the sense that we asked annotators to identify the central
unit (one or more) before tagging the rhetorical structure.
The steps carried out for the annotation of the corpora were the following:
A. Elementary Discourse Units segmentation. The corpus was segmented at intra-sentential level using
a minimal set of criteria (Iruskieta et al., 2011a) by each annotator using the RSTTool program
(O’Donnell, 1997)
B. Central unit identification (TERM and ZTF). Both annotators determined the central unit3 and the
verbs present in the central unit of a scientific abstract in TERM and ZTF domains.4
2

The RST Basque TreeBank is available at http://ixa2.si.ehu.es/diskurtsoa/en/fitxategiak.php.
We calculate a baseline to illustrate the complexity of the central unit selection reporting the average number of EDUs:
average number of 22.58 EDUs per central unit candidates per text. The average was calculated based on the number of EDUs,
over the number of texts.
4
The central units (CU) can be consulted also in RST Basque TreeBank.
3

C. Rhetorical tree structure annotation. Rhetorical relations were annotated by each annotator using
the RSTTool program with the extended classification (Mann and Taboada, 2010) of RST.
D. Evaluation. Agreement in rhetorical tree structures were manually evaluated following the qualitative methodology proposed in Iruskieta et al. (Forthcoming), but taking into account the structures with the same central unit and distinguishing between the rhetorical relations linked or not to
central unit.
E. Interpretation. We compared the results of central unit agreement and disagreemens to check for
possible correlations using a t-test formula at 99.5% confidence.
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Results

Our main hypothesis is that an agreement on central unit leads us to a higher agreement on rhetorical relations; in other words, identifying the main idea of the text helps the human annotator in the identification
of the structure of the text and, therefore, the agreement between annotators is higher.5
4.1

Correlation between agreement on rhetorical relations and agreement on central unit

The observation made about the GMB, where we argued that annotators agree more on rhetorical relations when they annotated the same central unit, remained after considering results of a more extended
corpus with two new corpora (TERM and ZTF) and two additional annotators.
Results confirm this fact even when the difference has been substantially reduced from 0.1497 to
0.0426 when more data (all the corpus) were considered. Table 1 presents the global results of the
comparison between the agreement on central unit (‘= CU’)6 and mean agreement on rhetorical relations
for the corpus as a whole.

Mean
SD

= CU
0.7456
0.1833

GMB
6 CU
=
0.5959
0.1749

Diff.
0.1497

= CU
0.5915
0.1429

Corpus
6= CU
Diff.
0.5489 0.0426
0.1125

Table 1: Mean agreement (and standard deviation) of the central unit and rhetorical relations
We perform a significant test for the differences. We confirmed that the populations being compared
have a normal distribution following the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (p-value of K-S test was 0.913) and
have the same variance (p-value of F-test was 0.063). Therefore, two tail independent samples t-test was
used with a 0.013 p-value, denying the null hypothesis.
Other hypothesis and combinations were analyzed with positive results: a significant agreement was
observed when we compared agreement in rhetorical relation linked to central unit when annotators
tagged the same central unit and when they tagged different central units. It is very difficult to establish
which rhetorical relation are linked to central unit when annotators do not tag the same central unit.
4.2

Correlation between agreement on rhetorical relations linked or not to central unit

After our main hypothesis was confirmed, we went ahead in the tree structure and we checked whether
there is higher agreement in rhetorical relations linked to the central unit (considering the structures
where there was agreement in central unit), than in the other relations of the tree structure. For example,
in the rhetorical structure tree presented in Figure 1, we consider two relations linked to central unit
PREPARATION (1>2-7) and BACKGROUND (2-6>7), while the other four relations are not linked
to central unit (ELABORATION (2<3), ELABORATION (2-3<4-6), ELABORATION (4-5<6) and
CONJUNCTION (4=5). Table 2 presents the results of relations linked to central unit with relation not
linked to central unit:
In structures with the same central unit we compare between the agreement in rhetorical relations
linked to the central unit and all the other relations. Percent agreement is substantially higher when we
5
The results of all corpora considered indicate that the change in methodology improved central unit agreement between
annotators slightly in TERM and ZTF. This highlights the benefits of a first step followed in TERM and ZTF which entails
detecting the central unit.
6
And ‘6= CU’ for disagreement on central unit.

Mean
SD

Linked
0.7454
0.2695

GMB
Not
0.5881
0.3344

Diff.
0.1573

Linked
0.7179
0.2107

Corpus
Not
0.5449
0.1850

Diff.
0.1730

Table 2: Comparison between rhetorical relations linked and no-linked to central unit in structures with
the same central unit
observe the relations linked to the central unit: 17.3% higher than the agreement on the relations that are
not linked to the central unit. Populations being compared follow a normal distribution (p-value of K-S
test was 0.93) but they do not have the same variance (p-value of F-test is 0.09). The result of the null
hypothesis was rejected (p-value of t-test was smaller than 0.001), so we can establish a correlation. The
average rhetorical relation agreement on a text according to the central unit, is no different to the average
percentage of agreement in the rhetorical relations linked to the UC to those not linked.
4.3

Discussion of results

To illustrate the results on agreement (or not) on central unit and average agreement on rhetorical relations linked (or not) from Tables 1 and 2, we present comparisons of the populations in Figure 2:
a. When the central unit was the same, the average agreement on relations is represented with red
crosses.
b. When the central unit was different, the average agreement on relations is represented with blue
circles.
c. When the central unit was the same and the relations are linked to central unit with black crosses.
d. When the central unit was the same and the relations are not linked to central unit with violet
triangles.
Figure 2: Representation of mean agreement between RR (vertical) and the number of relations considered in a structure (horizontal) according to the central unit.

These results help to answer the first research question of this study and seem to indicate that there
is a correlation between these two kinds of agreement: i) greater agreement on detecting the central
unit correlates with greater agreement on the annotation of rhetorical relations (results from Table 1 are
ilustrated in Figure 2 comparing the distance of the red croses [a] with blue circles [b]), ii) also on those
which are linked to the central unit (results from Table 2 are ilustrated in Figure 2 comparing the distance

of the black croses [c] with the violet triangles [d]).
This analysis leads to two conclusions:
i) When considering the methodology for labeling rhetorical structure, annotating the central unit is
an important first step before labeling rhetorical relations at least in short texts such as abstracts.
ii) In Computational Linguistics, a process which helps to automatically identify the central unit is
important for determining some restrictions in rhetorical structure mainly determined by the genre/domain structure.
In order to discuss these results, first of all we have to consider that the central unit is a nuclear unit and
that relations are linked at various levels (intra-sentential level and inter-sentential level); there are more
relations linked at inter-sentential level. For example, in Figure 1 two relations linked to central unit are
only at inter-sentential level. This seems to show that these results (rhetorical relations linked to central
unit) are not so trivial, since the degree of agreement expected at higher level tree structures is lower.
In other words, the agreement at lower levels is higher than in the high level. For example, Marcu and
Echihabi (2002) argue that automatic annotation of certain rhetorical relations should be addressed first
at intra-sentential level because they are less ambiguous. Soricut and Marcu (2003) mention that some
of the rhetorical relations are derived from syntactic structures. These results (11.50% higher agreement
at intra-sentential level, than at inter-sentential level in the GMB corpus) were confirmed in Basque by
Iruskieta et al. (2011b).
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Identifying the semantic class of verbs in the central unit

Our final goal is the automatic detection of central unit. To this end, we wanted to find lexical-semantic
markers in the central unit7 in each domain in greater detail. The meanings of the main verbs were
analyzed and their semantic class determined as per the SUMO ontology (Niles, 2003). The relation
between meaning and semantic class was obtained by means of the MCR semantic database, which
includes various lexical-semantic and ontological databases. Data from the GMB, TERM, and ZTF corpora are grouped in Table 3 by semantic classes at the most general level, e.g. “Intentional Psychological
Process” (IPP), “Social Interaction” (SI), “Internal Change” (IC) and “Predicate”.
SUMO
IP-IPP

IP-IPP
IP-SI
IP
IP
IP
IC
Predicate

SUMO
Reasoning
Comparing
Classifying
Learning
Guiding
Process
Communication
Searching-Investigating
Organizational Process

MCR synset
analyze1 , show2 , base1
value2 , compare1
classify1
review1
take3
gain4
recognize2 , determine8 , hold6 , focus1
present2 , addres9 , recount1 , propose1
perform1 , target1 , set-up15 , work1 , make3 , use1
investigate1
serve2
palliate2
be1 , develop5 , constitute1 , hold4

GMB
0.4615
0.2692

TERM
0.2273

ZTF
0.0870
0.0870

0.0385
0.0455
0.0385
0.0385
0.1154

0.0909
0.4545
0.0909

0.0385

0.0455
0.0455

0.1739
0.0435
0.0435
0.0870
0.0435
0.0435
0.3913

Table 3: Summary comparison of verbs by domain
The results of this empirical study indicate that each domain tends to use verbs from the same semantic
class. For example, in the GMB corpus, the central unit was usually marked with verbs from the IPP
category. On the other hand, in the TERM corpus, verbs from the IPP and SI category. Verbs in the
central unit of the ZTF corpus are marked with IPP and Predicate class.
Therefore, the results demonstrate that:
7
Results show that there are multiple EDUs functioning as the central unit of the text in the three corpora: 9 multiple EDU
functioning as central unit in GMB, 2 multiple EDUs in TERM and 3 multiple EDUs in ZTF.

i) A study is needed to identify the SUMO class of the verbs used in a specific domain. For example in
our corpus the central units is indicated with verbs that belong to the IPP class for all three domains.
However, other classes also have to be considered, SI for TERM and Predicate for ZTF.
ii) In the case of weak verbs, other indicators8 help to identify the central unit. The TERM and ZTF
corpora are more marked by noun class indicators than the GMB corpus (Iruskieta, 2014). Another
reason is that the direct observation of the central unit makes the central unit selection more consistent. An evidence of that is that all the verbs in central unit are from the same SUMO class in
TERM and ZTF corpora by both annotators. Futhermore, it could also be argued that the use of
different verbs has to do not only with the field but also with the medium: the GMB corpus derives
from texts published in a periodical while the TERM and ZTF corpora include texts published in
Conference proceedings. In other words, it could be argued that the medium influences the writing
style, and consequently, impacts the verb classes used in the texts. This is in line with the main
argument of this study, since different verbs are used to indicate the central unit in the TERM and
ZTF corpora, which share the same medium but belong to different fields.
So far, this paper has provided a partial answer to the second research question. However, to automatically detect the central unit by means of verbs (with the help of other types of signals) it is necessary to
consider these three issues:
i) The verb form which is used in the central unit might also be used in non-central units in the
rhetorical structure tree.
ii) Tools which disambiguate the sense of analyzed verbs are necessary in order to know what SUMO
class they belong to.9
iii) The central unit is not always indicated with a verb and, therefore, other types of signals (or combinations) can help in the automatic identification of the central unit.
The next phase of this research considered whether verb forms which appear in the central unit unequivocally indicate this unit or whether they can also appear in other types of units. This entailed calculating the frequency with which each studied verb appeared and counting the percentage of appearances
which correspond to the central unit.
From the results obtained so far we can’t establish any clear tendency but rather some preliminary
conclusions that must be ratified with the analysis of more data.
Phenomena related to the central unit appeared in this study of ambiguity:
i) In GMB corpus verbs that indicate the central unit with a high enough frequency are from IPP category baloratu ‘value2’; there exist other verbs that can be considered but they are not so frequent,
e.g. alderatu ‘compare1 ’, gainbegiratu ‘review1 ’, aztertu and analizatu ‘analyze1 ’, and ezagutu
‘recognize2 ’.
ii) In TERM corpus, the second sense of the verb present in MCR, ‘present2 ’ (its equivalents in Basque
are the verbs plazaratu, aurkeztu, aipatu, berri eman and jardun), has a high frequency but a high
degree of ambiguity. We can’t identify the central unit on the basis of its occurrence.
iii) In the ZTF corpus, the central unit was not always indicated with a verb.
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Conclusions and future research

After considering the relationship between identifying the central unit in a text and annotating its rhetorical structure, it has been demonstrated that a correlation exists between these two tasks, since a greater
degree of agreement with regard to the central unit leads to a greater degree of agreement in rhetorical.
Besides there is more agreement in rhetorical relations linked to the central units than in relations that
are not linked.
This study has investigated verbs which mark the central unit of a rhetorical structure and the correlation of the agreement in central unit with the agreement in rhetorical relations. Its goal has been
8

According to Paice (1980) indicators can be nouns (‘paper’, ‘method’, ‘result’), determiners (‘this’, ‘the’, ‘a’) and pronouns
(‘we’, ‘I’), among others.
9
In attempting to automatically detect coherence relations which are not indicated or vaguely indicated using WordNet
(Miller et al., 1990) Sporleder and Lascarides (2007) obtained better results using morphological strategies than using semantic
generalization strategies. This is due to the fact that, as far as we know, NLP has yet to focus on disambiguating words.

to consider aspects which are relevant for establishing a methodology to help set general criteria for
identifying the central unit of texts.
This study also considered which verbs appear in the central units, their semantic classes (according
to SUMO categories), and how they identify the central unit. Verbs used to indicate the central units vary
in different domains: in the GMB corpus, the central unit was more frequently and the least ambiguously
indicated with verbs from the IPP category (SUMO), while in the TERM, SI verbs were most frequent
and the least ambiguous.
Testing these results in a larger corpus (and different domains and text structures) could lead to applications for automatic text summarization tasks (classifying clauses), since the central unit is the most
important unit in the text.
Furthermore, this study has explained the steps to automatically detect the central unit based on the
ambiguity of the verb which marks the central unit. More studies about other indicators (and their
combinations) are necessary to automatically detect the central unit.
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